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O. I NTRODUCT ION 

Studies on the development and refinement of the R
notation proposed by Chomsky(l970) have mainly emphasized 
its power to express cross-categorial generalizations. 
Most of the research in this area focuses on transformat
ional rules· which make re fe rene e to a set of phrase-struc
tures and not to a single category (see Selkirk,l974 and 
Hornstein, 1975). Another line of research in this sub
field of core grammar has been the examination of the 
notion of "head'' as well as the analysis of its proper
ties. 

Another important and intrinsic power of tl1e R
notation is, nevertheless, its capacity to draw distinc
tfons that are impossible to make in a theory which only 
distinguishes between the lexical nade and the phrasal 
nade dominating it. Regarding this point, very important 
questions still remain without comprehensive answers. 
One of them is whether specifiers could represent a 
syntactic category; the other is whether they differ from 
other categories with respect to the maximum value of n 
in a scheme like: -
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x" 1 xn-1 

Regarding the first point Jackendoff(1977) says: "there 
is to my knowledge no evidence that either complements 
or spec1fiers function as constituents -they do not move 
or delete as units, and unlike normal constituents. no 
part can be .designated as a head" (.Q.Q. f...l.j_. p.23). As to 
the second problem,it must be noticed that only the 
minar lexical. éategories Q1and fu!.t have received thorough 
studies in the literature. 

All the above tapies will be considerad in this 
article through theanalysis of sorne basic aspects of the 
specifier system of NP in Spanish, although the last one 
will receive · more detailed attention. 

In the itudy of so-called ''determiners" in Spanish 
the researcher i s f�ced wi th a ver y peculiar and only 
appafently simple system. Certainly, Spanish specifiers 
(provided adjective� are left out) form a closed set in
volving, as is usual, a smal1 number of lexical items. 
From the semantic point of view, this small set of 
elements exprefses a rich and c�mplex set of notions: 
''introducing,'' ''deixis,'' "quantification,'' ''measure, '' 
"grading,"  etc. Syntactically speaking, the processes 
involved �re alsd diverse. Like in English you can find 
"recursion": 

(1) Muchos de los otros muchos amigos. 
Many of the many othel' fr>úmda 

A surface [ q + of + N] structure to which a partitiva 
interpretati'on iSassociated is also found: 

(2) Varios de los invitados 
A number of the guests 

However, departing in this way from other European 
languages, sorne of the determiners can appear either to 
the right or to the left of N in well specified environ
ments: 

(3)<�. Estos mis libros. 
b. Estos l'ibros míos. 
C'. Mis _l bros estos. 
d. Los 1 bros míos. 
e. Los 1 bros estos. 

Theae my book& 
Thes? books of m'ÍnR 
Lit: My bool<s theee 
The books of mine 
Lit: The books theae 

Non-numeral quantifiers, on the other hand, can be limitad 
(see Contreras,1978) by a unique lexical item; ' otros' 
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which can both precede and follow them: 

(4} Otros varios libros 
Other uariouo bookc 

Varios otros libros 
Varioua other books 
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How can the theory of phrasa structure explain and 
relate all those facts? Are these syntactic facts related 
to the semantics of these constructions? 

In trying to answer these questions, the argument 
in this papar will proceed as follows. In the first place, 
the two basic hypotheses concerning the phrase structure 
of ''partitiva'' constructions will be critically examinad 
and it wi11 be shown that both are untenable in Spanish. 
Secondly,a new analysis of the NP phrase structure, 
which explains the peculiarities of partitiva construc
tions covering other problemsleft unsolved by the previous 
solutions, will be exposed and discussed. Finally the 
theoretical implications of the proposed analysis will 
be briefly examined. 

l. TIIE Cm1PETl�G HYPOTHESES 

The two basic hypotheses concerning the phrase 
structure of partitive constructions are Jackendoff's 
(1968) and Bresnan's{l973) ''hidden partitiva hypothesis'' 
and Selkirk's(l977) and Jackendof['s(l977)proposal ,whích 
l will name ''the partitivas like R analysis.'' Within the 
first proposal structurcs 1 i ke 'Varios libros1 [S�Jr)(rral 
hooks] and 'Varios de los libr·os' /i,'e¡¡,_.,,a¿ of' the book;,j 
have underlying isomorphlc representations, their surface 
differences being traceable to a3transformational rule 
which inserts of (Bresnan,l973). Selkirk(1977),Jackendoff 
(1977) and Milrler(1978), conversely, support a hypothesis 
which treats both as different constructions. The first 
one is,a single noun phrase, ttJe pi!rtitive is an Ñ {with·· 
in an N) which is a sister of N. 

Let us examine briefly and schematically what 1 
consider to be the main reasons why those analyses should 
be rejected. 

1 . 1 . I.�_hl.Q d e n _º--ªl'liJ.i�_g__.l!tQ. o t h e �_h 

Selkirk(1977) and Jnckendaff(1977) made a set of 
incisive arguments against the hidden partitiva hypothesis 
which, summing them up, show that (i) the specifier 
element does not behave in some cases as nn N specifier, 
i.e. it does not agree wlth its head, and (ii) that there 
are certain combtnations of quantifiers plus a conjunction 
which cannot be reduced to a single noun phrase without 

..1 
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p¡·oducing ungrammati.cality. Examples from Spanish, like
wise, allow us to provide new evidence in line wHh 
Selkirk''s and Jackendoff's critics. In fact, the major 
syntactic asymmetry between both constructions is rooted 
in the fact �hat there are simple noun phrases in which· 
the quantifier can be preceded by an artic1e or a deter
miner while the corresponding partitiva constructlon is 
ungrammatical.with thi� determiner, as is shown by (5b): 

{5 }a . ¡E'.stas] muchas 
las 

b . *{E .stas¡ mucha s 
t ·Las 

flores. (T�::e
J

ma1y flowe�s 

de las flores. :I' hese many of the 
floWei:>s. 

In the s.ame way, in structures without de the 
quantifiers admit degree adverbs. Partitive cO"'ñstructions 
are .very resistent to a specificatio n in that way: 

{6)a. Llegaron a muy pocas conclusiones. 
They arPived aE vePy feW aoneZusions 

b.*Llegarori a muy pocas de las conclusiones. 
They arrived at Very fcw af ths oonclusiona 

Finally, non-numeral quantifiers seem· to integra te 
into two subsets whose differences are difficult to 
establish. All of them can in'itia.te a partltive construc
tion but only a fe�/ of .them ('pocos .'f'<.lM ,'muchos' manu 
and 'varios' vaY.·imu; ) will appear in the specifier· of 
the lower N. Regarding our point, it should be noticed 
that if the hidden ,partitiva hypothesis were adoptad 
we would neither have any syntactic means to differen
ciate between the grammatical (7) and the ungrammatical 
(8), structurally equivalent, 

{7) Var os de los mucho� amigos. 
l'ra• oo1s of t.he mélllif ;!'r<en·3B 

(B)*Var os de los algunos amigos. 
V::t.l"' ou.:J. oj' the Bom¡¡ }'r•·icnJ;; 

nor the po�sibility uf explaining the ungrammaticol (7'), 
derived from (7) according to this hypothesis: 

(?.'.)*Varios muchos amigos. Vé!;.:r1:ous many j'riend�J 

Summing up, in this subsection 1 have introduced 
syntactic and semantic cvidence against a solution which 
transformationally relates simple noun phrases with 
quantifiers and partitive constructions. The alternativa 
ana·lysis proposed by Selkirk(l977) vlill now be examined. 

1.2. Partitivas rseudopartitives and PP-extraposition 
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1.2.1. Selkirk(1977) makes a distinction among English 
partitive, pseudo partítive and head�complement construc
tions.The first two constructions share the property that 
the quantifier or measure noun are not heads as previous 
analyses(cfr.Jackendoff,l968) had assumed.Both construc
tions· differ, nevertheless. because the N (sister of A , 
both under Ñ) of the partitive dominates a NP while4the 
corresponding one in the pseudo partitive does not. 
Schematically, the fol·lowing rules (from Selkirk,1977) 
generate the three above mentioned constructions: 

( 9) 

partitiva 

� - (Det} R 

J�]---1 pseudopartitive 
n- � 

[-
l5 ...... .; s·i mple phrase 

N-NP 
It is important to notice that Selk1rk's analysis 

-which follows in this sense Akmajian and Lehrer's 
research- depends crucially on the behavior of such 
constructions under PP-extraposition. As is well known, 
this transformation displaces a � which is preceded by 
a preposition. It is an upward-bounded rule and it is 
submitted to the subjacency constraint. Moreover, 
Akmajian(1975) and Akmaj1an and Lehrer(1976) prove that 
extraposition transformation corroborates the hypothesís 
th¡¡t NP is a cycl ical node. 

Now, partitive and pseudopartitive constructions 
offer different results when extraposition ls applied. 
Let us examine the following examples {from Selkirk,1977): 

(lO)a. A lot had been eaten of *lt�e} leftover turkey 
b. A lot of jthej leftover turkey has been eaten 

l � 
The reason that extraposition produces ungrammaticality 
in pseudopartitives 1s -according to the above mentioned 
authors- that of is followed by a � while fn �artitives 
the equivalentSequence fs really an [of + NPJ. Consequent
ly, the second sequence can be postposed.Moreover, the set 
of sentences of {11) would confirm the preceding analysis. 
(llc) is grammatical beca.use PP has moved just one cycle 
up. Extraposition.nevertheless, would not apply to the 
sur;;face PP following 'a number' -(llb)- because it is not 
a N 

(11) a. 5[ �[ [A 1 r¡C [number} of Ñ[stories about 
Watergate] ] ] soon appeared·] 

b.*A number soon appeared of stories about 
Watergate. 
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c. A number of stories soon appeared about Watergate. 

What I want to argue in this subsection is that Spanish data does not support such an analys.is nor does it seem equivalent to the English counterpart. The following points make obvious, on the other hand, that quantifier� and measure phrases in partitivas are not th!i!ir heads. 
let us consider the following sentences. 
(12)a,,, Se comi6 un cajón de {1 05J quesos manchegos 

·en una semana. He!ehe ate a box of [t;e
J Mano.hego oheese in a week. jl os¡ b .. *Se comió un caj6n en una semana de ll!l quesos manchegos. 

(13)a .. �.1 grupo de {1�5} asesores del ministro 
lleg6 a un �cuerdo el sábado.The group of 
the advieers to the Mim:ste'l' r>eaahed an 
ag'l'eement on Saturday. jlo ¡ b.*El grupo _11eg6 a un acuerdo el sábado de) ¡11

s
J asesores del ministro. l 

c.*El gr.upo d·e S\losj asesores llegó a un acuerdo 
el sábado_ de minjstro. 

Thesi example_s show (i) that extraposition produces ungrammaticality both in partitive and pseudopartftive con'structions, and (11) that the sentence is ungrammatic�1 disregarding the oridinal position of PP: both extraposition of partftive PP -(13a)-, as well as movement of complement PP - ( 13c ) - causes ungrammaticality. Does this perhaps imply that the rule of extraposftion does not exist in Spanish grammar? This seems not to be the case, however limited research in this matter remains today. Sentences whose surface form can be traced to a semantic or syntactic ext.raposition are quite common. For example, as Guéron (1978) observ-ed for English, extraposition does not fail to apply w·hen the NP following of takes a modlfier. In this case, again, the rule Mes not differen� t1ate between partitives and pseudopartit1ves: 
(14) Se comi6 un caj6n en una semana de j tl

h
os 

M
ques

h
os 

. e anc ego He/ahe ate a box 1-n a week of l quesos man� 
Manchego manchegos que trajo su padre. ) aheese that hia/her father brought. chegos totalmente resecos. j cheese totaZZy dried-up. 

------------------
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Other constraints on the applicability of PP
extraposition in Spanish could be found. The length, or 
the character, of the element which PP ls crossed over 
seem also to influence the application of the rule: 

(15)a. Recuerdo muchas de las palabras de mi pa
dre constantemente. I �emwmbRr many of my 
fathcr'a words aonatantly. 

b. Recuerdo muchas, constantemente, de las 
palabras de mi padre. 

(16)a, Recuerdo muchas de las palabras de mi pa
dre en mis conversaciones contigo.! 
�emember many of my f�thcr'•r wo�Jn in my 
ooMversations with yow. 

b.*Recuerdo muchas, en mis conversaciones con
tigo, de las palabras de mi padre. 

This is hardly the place to account for the 
constraints on the applicability of PP-extraposition. 
It seems,nevertheless, that many of them are of a 
semantic natura, though it is not obvious whether they 
must be formulated as constra·ints on logica1 form or on 
discourse grammar. What is indeed important to our 
concern is that PP-extraposition does not constitute a 
ultirnate test for the constituency of partitivas and 
paseudopartitives in Spanish. 

1.2. 2. Let us consider at this point wt1ether the deep 
representation of partitivas and pseudopartitives 
demands a [ Ñ - �} sequence. Why � ? What .are the 
crucial distinctions in Spanish? 

The reasons to select this sequence are mainly 

'JI 

two. a) Quantifiers and group nouns in these construct
ions behave as true nouns. Jackendoff(1977) says, for 
example, " ... if quantifiers can take relativa clauses on 
their own, "prearticle" m11St rf'ally be some sort of NP" 
(Q.t?.·ill·P·l09). b) This noun cannot be a N because, in the 
case of Engl ish, head sensitiva phenomena 1 ike number 
agreement, pronominalization and selectíonal restric
tions provide evidence that it is not a head, 

The following are the facts and reasons which 
show that those two assumptions do not hold for the 
case of Span1sh. 

1.2.2.1. Regarding assumption (a) it appears to be a 
well drawn distinction between partitives (and pseudo· 
partitivas) introduced by group nouns and partitivas 
with Q, as is obvious. The following sentences 
suggest that the group or measure noun both in partitive 
and pseudo partitive constructions must be considerad 
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� N. This status, on the contrary, cannot be assigned to 
the Q o.f a partit.ive. Because it is a N the measure noun 
can take ·a relative clause -(17 a ande)-, in a similar 
way as the other nou·n in its complement and can also pro
nominaliza. -(lBa ande). The quantif1er ne1ther antecedes 
a relqtive nor pronominalizes -(17b and 18b). 

Relativization 
(ll)a. Partitive. El grupo de los alpinistas que {�!= 

c� da J intervenir no llegará a la meta.The 
&PBiW o[ mountcdn·�dúnbet>s that 11 rleoirle J to UecnUes 
partiaipabe witZ not reaah the goal. 

b. 0-partitive. Cada uno de los soldados que 
·;�:ronJ recibidos por el senador expusowas 1 

sus quejas. Each one of the soldier.1 J.Jho { J 
.reae-z.ved by the Henato.r aet fot•th t"he aom��S�ntiJ 

c. Pseudopartitive. El kilo de tomates que 

U]�9!] con retras� está malo. Tlze kiZ.o of 

1 18 1 a . 

9 n . [arl"'-tvea j �omatoes that arriv� Za.te J.Jas bad. 

Pronominal ization 
Invitó a un grupo de los alpinistas pero 
luego noflo 1 recibió. He invited a group of 

l1 O S j Í i i; l 
mounta·in-oZimbers but thon didn'·t reoe1:ve¡·them 

b. Cada uno de los 1i�ros fue revisado por el 
cor-rector pero el editor no (* lo 

J 
revisó. Each 

t 1 O S 
Baah one of the boolc<i was revised by thr . �ro qf
reader but the publiaher didn't revis� �h�m J c. Compr6 una

. 
docena de huevos pero nofla ll ut1-

(l O S 
liz6. He bought a dozen egga but didn't 
Ulie { ·Hem ] 

The nominal nature of group nouns, as compared with 
items like 'muchos' and 'cada', on the other hand, is 
confirmed by their possibility of association with the 
whole s·et of specifiers of N, including adjectives and a 
partitíve with a quantifier. Compare (19a) with (19b), 

(19)a. Varios de los muy bien pagados kilos de los 
tomates, VaPiou.9 of t"he very weZ.Z paid 
l<ilos of the tomatoeA, 

b.*Varíos de los muy b ·ien pagados muchos_ de 
los tomates. 

•i 
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Selkirk1s solution does not a11ow for the generation of 
recursiva structures 1 ike (19b) and must be . supplemented 
also with a posslbly semantic constraint which shoyld s 
prohibit adjectives and other specifiers when the N of the A 
specifier is a GUantif·ier. 

1.2.2.2. The second question that I want to pose at this 
point is whether there are differences between the heads 
of the constructions that I have distinguished. In other 
words, are they structurally tllnbíguous 1 ikc in English, 
what is their regular paradign1? 

To start with, [ would like to state some general 
conditions. In the first place, it should be born in 
mind that judgements of grnmmaticallty are rather unclear 
in thts type of construction. The testing for structural 
ambiguity as evidente for the head of a given construction, 
on the other hand, does not see1� to be a sufficient 
procedure if [ Q de Det} constructions are being 
considerad, In faCT, with the exception of 'cada uno,' 
the remaining quantifiers and numerals are plural 
(syntactic or semantic") forms, morphologically equivalent, 
then, to the N following de, However, we can provide 
evidence Which indicates Tiíat in a partitiva measure phrase 
the head is in fact the group noun. 

Ffrst, the main verb agrees mainly with such a 
group noun: 

1 1 o 1 La docena de estos claveles t*��� ��:nl 150 pe
setas. A douon of the,u! oarnationsíc::oatel1DO 
peeel:au. {eo�;t l 

Secohd, in phrases in which there are two embedded 
PP's extraposition of the minimal leads to ungrammatical 
resul ts 

(21 )a. El grupo de los bancos importantes de España 
no es superior a siete. 

b.�El grupo de los bancos importantes no es su
perior a siete, de Espa�a. Th� groUf! vf 
imrortant banks is 110t gru�cP thur: r:uDan, of 
Jpain. � 

fhird, in accordance with the nature of N as bind� 
ing or cycl ic nade· it is not possible Lo extract a NP from 
a more dominuting PP to be placed in COMP, 

(22)<1.*Mi vecino,del que el grupo de propiedades im
portantes es cuantioso estl hoy de mnl humor. 
M!J rwighbor•, whose (lt•oup of ._,:mportant proper•l:
ies is large is in a ba1l moa,/ todny. 

�.*G6de1, cuyo conjunto de los teoremas es fi
nito, murió hnce dos años.U!.!del.,who.n ooZtea
tior; of t��orems is [ini�e. cll�d two yeaz•s ago. 
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The explaniltlon of all the a,bove fact:. will follow 
from a,n a,nalysis i.n which the mea,sure noun is the hea.d of 
the construction. Because it is a head it governs agreement; 
on the other hand, if the measure noun were considered a 
spe c ifier we would not have an explanation for the un
grammaticality of (21b) where the PP would have moved 
just one cycle up. A similar considerat1on applies to 
(22 a and b)! Being the head ·�,however, the PP most 
de e ply embedd'ed w·ill be displaced two cycles up. 

The p�radtgm is less clear in pseudopartitive and 
Q-partitive · constructions. While it appears that phrases 
with definite measure nouns are ambiguos, non definite 
measure nouns admit both types of agreement. Compare (23) 
to 124 1 

(23) U grupo de los visitantes del castillo t�:��= 
rr�ó j la ciu

.

dad. The group of vis-itor:; to 
rr1.eron ftour ¡ 
tha castlettou�sJ tha city. 

(24) iJJ:! conju.nto de patronos de taxis !inició 1 1' . ' 1 ayer 1 a huetga, A gr'oup of taxi-otJÁ���laron-

!begJ;n j ·the s'/;'f'ike ti·U:c rrfter>nOon. 
lbeg�ns 

In Q-partitives agreement would suggest that the 
quantifier_ is th.e head of such constructions. Movement 
of dee ply embedd.ed PP's, on the contrary, indicates that 
there are t�o cyclic NP's: 

(25)a. Cada uno de lo; alumnos del curso {pf�1!�oni 
revis·ión del kxamen, E:ach of the students i.n 
the clase ( ��k 8 J for• a r•ev·ie¡¡J oj' t;he exam. 

b* Cada uno de los alumnos pidió revisión del 
examen, de l curso. 8ach of tha studenta aaks 
for a rcview of the exam, in the claaa. 

{26), an nstanc� of the second possibility that has just 
been ment oned, seems to be a more conclusive evidence 
when it i compared to (22b), 

{26) G�del, cuyo conjunto de teoremas es finito, 
murió hace dos años. 

Another fact which has to be considerad, finally, is 
that ther'i! are measure nouns like 'barbaridad (lit, 'bal"bar
·¡:ty' ·Le. ' a  tr,uak-Load'), 'montón'{lit. 'moun'l:ain' i.e. 
' a  ton')which could never appear in Selkirk's partitives 
with meas11re nouns: 

( 27)a. Una barbaridad de [*f J niños. A tr¡,¡(d:-lon.d 
ofl�¡¡ Jchildren. os 

t /(! 
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b. Una multitUd de [-k� os } niños. 
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Summ·ing up, the analysis and the data I huve present� 
ed suggest, then, that in the grammar of Spanish we must 
distinguish between partitives, on the one hand, a structure 
with a {Q+Det+N}, and pse udopartitive s, on thc other, which 
can admit both a head-complement and a 'fl specifier of N'  
analyses. Syntactic reasons which justify a partitive with 
measure nouns are, however, not easy to find. A very 
specific constraint which accounts for the agreement 
between a non-N, non-head quantifier and the verb -in 
constructions like (25)- Ylill also ha v e to be adde d. 

In other words, al though there is a sl:!mantic 
correlation among group-noun partitivas and pseudo
partitives5this correlation does not hold in the syntactic 
component. This conclusion appears to be in line with 
the authonomy thesis. 

2. THE lNTERNAl STRUCTURE OF 'DET' IN SPAíllSH. 

In this section I shall argue for a new analysis 
of the specifier Det in Spanish. The rules for which 
syntactic evidence-will be provided are the following: 

(28) Ñ __,.. (D':t) Ñ 

• (l 1) -N --• ¡ j N 

o':ft -· 1 q 1 o'et 

D'et ------ De m D8t 

Given these rules, phrases (29), (30) and {31) 
below wi11 be assigned, respectively, structures (29' ), 
130'1 and 131'1' 

1291 

1 3 o 1 

1 31 1 

Varios otros de estos mis dieciocho libros. 
Va�ious other of thea� my cightean buoks. 
Muchos de los varios grupos de libro�. 
Many of the Vrl1'ioun g¡•oupr; of ho.:;lu;. 
El grupo de los concejales. 
ThR group of councilme". 
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{ z � · ) ----------- N---------

_.--------- o� t-.._______ _/n-� 
/¡¡ . : /oet"'- ¡¡ Ñ 

? ) d: Dem Det · 1 1 1 1 e 1 1 
varios otros estos mis dieciocho libros 

1 3D' 1 ______ ___. f.-�� 
E - . 

_____-- De,t-----._ �,N----..._ 
- 1 - .. 1 ..________ 
q · , oet � N 

; 1 1 : 1 
q de Dem �N de 

q 1 � "Ñ 
1 

1 mllchos ].os � grupos 

f 
131 1 

varios 

------�---____. �� 
oe't Ñ 

1 1 
oet 

1 / Ñ----._ ___ 
De m 

1 
N pp 

1 /'-_ r N 

1 i b ros 

el grupo 1 -C:==-= 
de los concejales 

In brief, the hypotheses expressed by the above rules 
and configurations are: 

{1). There exists in Spanish, and probably in other 
Romance languages,a complex determinar formed by a 
[quantifier de] followed b.Y a sequence of definite dete r
miners. A sort of "prearticle''. 

(2) ''Det'',consequently, belongs with nouns, adject
ives and adverbs to the group of three-level categories. 

In the following pages I will present seven cases 
in favor of such hypotheses. 

NP specifiers in Spanish 

2.1. fhe elirnination of part i t i ve restrictions 
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Selkirk's and Jackendoff's analyses (let us recall 
what we have discussed in the pre�eding section) generate 
:r:any ill-formed strings. Structures like (32), for 
2X<!. rnple, cannot be a.voided, 

(32)a.*Los varios de los amigos. The various of the f�icnd$ 
b.*Los varios de amigos. The v.:u·iou,<; of [rieni',1 
c.*Varios de amigos. rur•¡:,nu; oj' fl'lendJJ 

This overgeneration requieres that rnany restrtctions 
wh'ch fllter out the ungrammatical constructions be 
add�d to the grammar. One of them, semantic in nature, 
is the "partitiva recursion consl:raint" which, in 
Jc!Lf.'f'ndoff's words, establishes: 

''In a.of-� construction interpretad as a partttive 
the � must have a demonstrative or a genitive 
specifier". 

l'h1� restriction filters out only (32b) and (32c), but 
no: :na). likeW"ise, this part 'itive constraint does not 
l'Uie out other constructions with measure nouns interpret
ad as partitives in Selkirk's grammar. These constructions 
-s�9 (33)-, having an indefinite specifier in the lower N 

':!!''<, nevertheless, gramrnatical in Spanish: 

(33) Un grupo de algunos amigos, A group of aome friandu 
Empirical and simpl icity reasons -besides the 

�tJctic ones argued in the precedin� sectlon- amount, 
to Ute necessity of our analysis. 

���J:�lj_Q_t_L_g_f�.5! . . � 
The set of rules (28) allows us to establlsh in a 

tlilHer way the T-ru1e whith moves the Sp¡¡nish indefinite 
'o e: ro ' . 

Therc is in Spanish a peculiar indefinite: the 
le�.ical itern 'otro!, which traditional gr<1mrnar has 

C'.Jr.;idered together with other indefinites to the extent 
of obscuring the real nature of this word. ln fact, i't 
combines with indefinites: 

(34) otros varios 
other• var>'iour¡ 

*muchos varios 
mo.11y varioua 

It must be pointed out that this element has inter
nal mobility within constructions. It 'is able to permute 
around non-numeral quantifiers, though it can only 
precede numerals. 
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(35) otros tres discos 
Lit:othev thPee �eaords 

(36) 6tros muchos discos 
Li't:othet> many records 

*tres otros discos 
three other reaovds 
muchos otros discos 
many o·ther :t'eoordo 

It cannot , nevertheless, be permuted around group nouns: 
(37) otros grupos de amtgos 

other> gr>oups of ¡r·1:ende 
*grupos otros de amigos 

gr>oupa othr?'t' of [P1:ends 

Now, this permutat·lon is only possible in [Q+N] 
constructions l'ike (38) but not in partitivas like (39): 

138 )a. 

b. 
139 la. 

Visité otros muchos museos. 
I ·viaited other> many muaeume 
Visité muchos otros museos. 
M�chos otros de los 
ron ante la pal�bra 
of the philotogiatG 
wor>d tinguistiaa. 

filólogos se sorprendie
ling�)stica. Many other 
were aurpriaed by the 

b. *Otros muchos de los filólogos se sorpren-
dieron anté la palabra ling�íst ica . 

This fact ind icates that the Q in D�t and the O 
sister of N are not the same ·alement. The local rule 
(in the sense of Emonds, .l976) (40) permu¡ing 'otro' 
around Q would apply, then, only to the Q under R 

(4) Permutcition of 'otro' 

ot.ro(s) Q 
[-num} 

2 = 2 - 1 

This difference -predicted by our analysis- is 
better explained when it is connected with the theory of 
government and command . recerrtly developed by Chomsky. In 
effect,the a which is open to permutation is the one 
that is C-commanded (Reinhart,1976) by the lexical N 
while the � of the partitiva is not C-commanded by N. 
Let us observe (29') as an example. The leftmost a in the 
tree does not command nor it is commanded by the lexical 
N 'libros'  because the first branching nades dominating 
both items are different. 

2.3. The detachment of the [de+NP] 

There is in Spanish a general restriction against 
moving [de+NPJ complement to the left out of bare or 
modified NP's. This restriction is independent of the 
case marker of the NP where the PP is 1ocated.{ The 

L 
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move1nent is not forbbiden, of course when the above 
mentioned sequence jg placed in COMP). 

6fi 

( 41)a. Esto justifica las sucesivas crisis del marxismo . ThiJ juati[ia1r the uu�,JsHuiVH criuRH 
:Jf :�J..u•xi,3m. 

*Del marxismo , esto justifica las sucesivas 
e r i si s . 

b 
. �; � t� �! �; \;1,� 1,1 :�.f�·.x_.i s�j9 _r¡.J�_f.? .. �,-� e,�,_- -�e"��,yer,_; os 

[�¡¡,�L'J<! j l �.· . .. >[',), 
*Del marx ismo , las crisis responden a diver
sos factores. 

This restriction, nevertheless, does not hold 
when tlie [de+NP} construc tion is in a Q-partitive. 

142 )e. Varios de n1is. amigos particip ron en esa mesa redonda _3,:V.;I' <.� :>f J't· '''1 f;; p,¡r>t/-
:.�1:p1t,;¡:f ::•1 •;¡::¡t !'):.<rd-ta.f 1 ,);J:,¡;¡,.Ji,¡¡¡, 

b. De mis an1lgos, varios participaron en esa 
mesa redonda. 

The derivation of those quantifiers under Det as 
well as the postulation of a complex determi ner wil l cover 
the precediny differences. A reasonable hypothesis, simil
i\1 to a proposal of Kayne(l974), is that [de+NP} in 
partitives is not a regular PP but a kind of NP. In other 
words, there is a specifier of other specifier. 

2 . ·1 . !..f:...€ __ "� -�-�:t_s_.!1__Q.!.__ IL�.��..Q.!:!!.._�_r 9 u m e lL� .. ?.. 
Let us now exa1nine the evidence wh'ich supports the 

ilnalysis proposed for o'Ct
. 

Stanin�J w i th general quest·ions, 
1 want to recall that the class of determiners in 
Spanish includes a diverse set of elements: the artic1es 
('el','1a','lo5', '1as'), possessives ('mi','tu', 'su',etc) 
Jnd demonstratives {'este', 'ese', 'aquel' ,etc) of t)"adition
al grammar. Among them, possessives anJ demonstratives 
can be placed in different positions with respect to N. 
They can both precede and follow N. 

(4:3 )a. mi casa 
b. 1 a casa mía 

(44)a. esta casa 
b. la casa esta 

(45)a, esta mi casa 
b.*mi esta casa 

(46)a. esta casa.�ía 
b. mi casa esta 

my huu�� 
th� houee o[ �ine 
thia houae 
Lit: the ha1•�e this 
this my houua 
Lit: my thia housc 
thia houae of min& 
�it: my ho�:ee �hiu 
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Summarlzing the dlstributional facts that have been 
illustrated, · any determiner can precede the noun but 
possessives and demonstratives can also follow it. When 
both -poisessives and demonstratives- precede, the demo�s
trat1ve must be ini ti al, 

. As the followinq examples show, moreover, a combinat
ion of an article follow�d either by a possesstve or a 
demonstrative ·is 1mposs1ble: 

(47)�.*la mi casa 
b.*la esta casa 

The fir�t combination -{47a)- was quite common in 
Medieval Castilian Spanish (cfr.lapesa,1971). It is also 
a normal construction in modern Italian, Catalan and 
Portuguesa. 6 Within the notations and notions now available 
I am able to atcount for such combinations in a straight
forward way, The rule which· generates Det in Spanish 
must asstgn sorne kind of internal structure to this 
element. My claim, let us recapitulate, is that such a 
rule has the following form: 

(48) oet � Dem �et 
In (48) Dem· is an abbreviation for the set of 

fcatures that_ expands articles and demonstratives, while 
Det dominates. possessives. 

The cru,cial question arising at this point is why 
we have chose'n this sequence. A remaining problem is how 
to proceed to_ �void structures like *la mi, 

Let us start with the confirming evidence for the 
collapsing of articles and demonstratives in a single 
no de . 

(i) The first is the empirical reason which 
justifies the arder of the elements in Det. When two 
non-arti.c·les are found to the left of the noun the only 
possib1e string i.s [Dem+Poss] as we illustrated in {45). 
Recall, again, that articles cannot precede demonstratives: 
{47b), Given this sequence, then, the rule postposing 
demonstratives and possessives can be stated very simply. 
Assuming Jackendoff(l977) feature system or any other 
similar system, it cQn be said that possessives and 
demonstratives are opposed to articles in that the 
former but not the latter are both adjectives and can 
used in isolation while ·the article cannot be used in 
that way, This rule, then, will formaliza the fact that 
those members of7oet which can be used in isolation 
can be posposed. 

(ii) Morphologically, articles and demonstratives 

-�--
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share many properties and� most important to our analysis, 
they both differ drastically from possessives in that they 
do not have an equtvalent stressed form which can be used 
in a prepositional phrase. Compare (4�) wlth (50). 

{49) tu libro 
yout> book 

(50) este libro 
t.h-1:H book 

el libro de ti 

*el 1 ibro de C!ste 

(iii) Historically, as is well known, Spanish 
arlicles come from Latin demonstratives: ille,illa, 
illud.This diachronic fact, of course, do�i1-o�ove a 
synchronic analysis but explains the semantics of the 
category,i.e. the fact that both have a deictic funct
ton . within the text. 

(iv) There is in Spanish a subset of free relatives 
such as 

1 51) 

1 52) 
lo que sostiene Pedro es un disparate. 
W/iq:t P. eueta?.na 1..a nonaorwe 
�ue v�a te lo contará 
!le wltOComeS wiU t,elt U ·!;o you 

Acoording to standard analyses (and disregarding 
whether the Wh element is moved to COMP and then raised 
{H1rschbuhler,1976;Rivero,l978) or base generated ( Bresnan, 
1973,1978), free relativas are headed and the Wh element 
takes the position of the head of the clause. The hea·d, 
the antecedent of a freefirelative, is a deflnlte determinar 
and there is a category 1� which can be filled by a dummy 
nade. Within_ the lines of Rivero's{1979) analysis, the 
definite determinar acquires the number and gender of 
the head category by a well specified agreement process. 
The determinar, the�, plays an important role in the 
derivation of structures like (51) and ni2), it is the 
target Of the agreement transformation, lt is for this 
reason that when the head is Adj and the agreement 
between the determiner and the head does not occur that 
the determinar is always the neuter �· What I would ; 
like to emphasize here is that when the category head is N 
demonstratives participate also in such a process: 

153) Esto que sostiene Pedro es un disparate 
54) Aquel que venga te lo contará 

Possessives, on the contrary, are forbbiden, 
The above facts and analyses indicate that demons

tratives requiere a parallel treatment to the article. My 
representation would satisfy such a requirement. It should 
allow, for instance, to make distinctions between 
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determinar forms which can appear in the antecedent of 
a relative and those which cannot. 

2.5. A ·f-1lter for *la, rni 

The grammar of determ·iners we have postulated in 
the preced1ng sections will have to be supplemented With 
filter (55)' prohibitlng a sequence of article plus 
pos.sessive: 

(55 1 * [ Article - {+pass.) ) 

This filter indicates that (similar to sorne cases 
studied by Chbmsky and Lasnik{l977)) sequence {55) is a 
reasonable �ase structure which can be generated by the 
gramrnar. Ñevertheless., it will be fil.tered out by a 
dialect-specific prohibition. This property of reasonabil
ity, its local character, and the nature of its members 
qualifies the above sequence as a candidate for a filter 
in the grammar of Spnnish determiners. 

3, SUMMARY ANO CON�LUSIONS 

In this paper I_ have studied the syntax of the Spanish 
determinar system from · a  doub1e perspecti�e: negativa and 
positiva. In the f·irst place, I discarded a set of 
hypotheses concerning their deep structure. Later, 1 
have proposed a set of phrase structure rules which 
generate partitives and structures with determiners in 
Spanish. I have'also developed supplementary transform
ational rules and a surface local filter against a 
s_equence of:article plus. possessive which, all-together, 
guarantee the well-formedness of structures belonging 
to the specifier system of NP in Spanish. 

Theoretically speaking, the analyses proposed and 
the -data I havc considerad argue for a �structured'' 
charact.er o·f one of the specifeirs of Spanish. They 
show, on the other hand, that there ls not a one-to-one 
correspondence between 'Yntactic and semantic facts. 
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FDDTNOTES 
* 

This research has been partly supported by Grant 
II P 784016 from the Com·ité conjuntoJ:!.ispano-Norteameri
��asuntos educativos _t_ _ _f_y��-ura_�.!· 
1 See Jackendoff(l977,ch.6) for the study of cross
categorial specifier systems With measure, quantfffer 
and degree phrases. And Rivero(1978) for an analysis of 
the equivalent system of left-branch modifiers in 
Spanish. 
2 This terrn translates the insightful notions of 
�presentación'' and ''actualización'' used by Spanish 
grammarians like A.Bello, A.Alonso and Lázaro-Carreter 
to characterize the semantics of the article. 
3 Jackendoff(l968),on the contrary, propases a rule 
of 'of deletion'. 
4 In fact, Selkirk(l977) shows that pseudopartitive 
constructions like 'a bunch of flowers' are ambiguous 
between the pseudopartitive and the noun-complement 
analyses. This property was noticed previously by 

Akmajian and Lehrer (1976). 
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5 It must be noticed that our distinction does not 
pose any problem to the only rule, as far as I know, that 
refers spec1fically to QP constituents: 'Comparativa sub
deletion' a rule first studied by 8resnan(l973) which 
delates an X-more element in sentences like 'Juan tiene 
tantas máqurnas-de escribir como su padre (tiene) ___ pe-
riódicos'. (See al so Rivera (1979) and Piera{1979)). 
6 This type of process may well pose problems fol" 
a grammar where Det is a nade which dominates single units. 
In fact, the only comprehensive analysis, to my know
ledge, of the determinar structure in Spanish -Contreras 
(1968)- uses segmental transforniational rules to genera te 
structures like (43b) and (44b). 
7 As Alarcos(1976) has observed the sequence w·¡th 
postposed demonstrative h�s an additional semantic or 
stylistic intention. The arder sometimes adds an 
emot1onal value and at others a pejorative meaning. 
The way to characterize those facts merits a thorough 
investigation. 
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